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ABSTRACT
Mobile devices and the internet of things blend our virtual
online behavior with our actions in the real-world. The phys-
ical context creates numerous external factors that play a
role in the user’s online interactions, thus creating new ex-
ternal biases in the collected information interaction logs.
Our general aim is to improve our understanding of onsite
users’ behavior, which allow us to create better online and
onsite contextual suggestion systems. We focus on the cul-
tural heritage domain and have collected onsite users’ infor-
mation interaction logs of visits in a museum. This prompts
the question: How to understand users’ behavior in order
to be able to predict their onsite behaviors? Our main
findings are the following: First, users behave differently
in different onsite contextual situations. Second, there is a
significant dependency between users’ onsite behaviors and
other users, who are interacting with next point of interests
(POIs). Third, we have proposed a contextual Skip-Or-Stay
behavior classifier based on four different pairwise contex-
tual features that significantly improves a defined baseline
based on all the considered evaluation metrics. Fourth, we
have analyzed the importance of different contexts in the
Skip-or-Stay behavior predictions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval—
Query formulation, Search process, Selection process

Keywords: Behavioral dynamics; Bias; Internet of things; On-

site logs

1. INTRODUCTION
The last years witnessed the emergence of interests in un-

derstanding users’ onsite behavior in different domains like
tourists [2, 6] and cultural heritage [3]. To this aim, they
become interested in logging users’ onsite information inter-
actions. However, due to many external noises and biases in
the onsite information interaction logs, understanding users’
behavior is challenging and difficult. Existence of onsite bi-
ases in onsite logs prompts the questions: how users behave
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in existence of external factors in physical spaces? Is it possi-
ble to predict users’ behaviors using contextual information
in the existence of onsite biases?

In the search domain, biases in query logs have been stud-
ied for a long time [1, 4]. For example, eye tracking stud-
ies for understanding how users interact with search results
show a position rank bias in users click behavior, in which
users tend to click on the top of the ranked list rather than
the bottom [1]. Trust bias is another online bias, which is
studied for using clickthrough data as implicit feedback [4].
Biases have also been studied in user click models, helping
to better understand users’ behavior [5].

Although users’ online behaviors in interacting with search
engines are well studied, there are a few studies on users’ on-
site behavior. Some of the biases in users’ onsite information
interactions are studied in [3], which found a “walk-through”
position bias in users’ onsite behaviors. Walk-through posi-
tion bias is users’ tendency in visiting point of interests one
after the other, based on proximity in the real world, from
check-in to check-out stations, even though users are free to
visit any POI at any order. However, this users’ tendency to
visit POIs in a particular order is affected by other external
factors leading to further, new biases in onsite information
interaction logs. Specifically, as there are other visitors the
next POI might be busy by another user, which leads to
creation of a crowd-bias in onsite logs.

Existence of a user crowd in the physical space leads to
two different users’ onsite behaviors, namely, skip or stay.
As it is shown in Figure 1, assume usera is interacting with
POI2 and userb is interacting with POI3. Then, what would
happen if usera wants to see another POI, but the next
POI (i.e., POI3) is busy? Skip behavior is the case that
usera skips the POI3 and prefers to visit another POI. Stay
behavior is the case that usera waits until userb is satisfied
by interacting with the POI3 and leaves the POI.

In this paper, we study users’ behavior in dealing with
the crowd-bias, and how their behaviors affected in different
contexts. In fact, our main aim is to study the question:
How do users behave in the presence of a crowd of users
in the physical space? Specifically, we answer the following
research questions:

1. How does the context of an onsite session affect on
users’ behavior?

2. Is the Skip-Or-Stay behavior of users dependent on
characteristics of users interacting with the next POI?
Is it possible to effectively predict Skip-Or-Stay behav-
ior using contextual information?
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Figure 1: Skip-Or-Stay examples in onsite users’ behavior. The figure indicates skip or stay behavior of a
user at POI2. Stay behavior is shown by red edges and skip behavior is shown by black edges. Behaviors of
the usera at the POI2 is shown by lines and behaviors of userb at the POI3 is shown by dashed lines. C -in is
the check-in station and the S is the check-out station.

3. What is the importance of each context in understand-
ing users’ Skip-Or-Stay behavior?

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
details the experimental data being used in this research.
Section 3 studies the impact of different contexts on users’
onsite behavior. Section 4 details our Skip-Or-Stay classifi-
cation model. Section 5 is devoted to studying contribution
of different contexts in understanding users’ onsite behavior
and Skip-Or-Stay prediction. Finally, Section 6 presents our
conclusions and future work.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The dataset of this study is based on onsite information

interaction logs collected at an archaeological museum. In
the exhibition, RFID cards are provided as a key to access
some additional information about objects being shown in
the museum. Users can enter their preferences at the begin-
ning of the museum exhibition in order to personalize the
content being shown in all of the POIs. These preferences
are the perspectives of the narratives, as well as language,
gender and the user’s age range.

After checking in, users are free to put their keys on RFID
readers of POIs to unlock contents being shown about ob-
jects at the POIs. Each POI contains 3 different archeologi-
cal objects. Users are free to interact with POIs in any order.
They can watch short movies, interacting with 3D photos of

POIs’ objects, or read contents about objects being shown
at POIs. At last, users might check out in a summary sta-
tion, in which they might leave their name, birth date and
email address. In this paper, five months onsite logs of the
museum with more than 21,000 sessions are used.

In our collected onsite information interaction logs, about
16,000 out of 21,000 sessions either did not have any inter-
actions with POIs or they did not check out at the summary
station. We exclude all sessions have not checked in at any
POI at the exhibition. We also exclude sessions that did
not check out at the summary station as users who did not
visit the whole exhibition and for whom we do not have all
implicit judgements of their interests in POIs. As a result
of this preprocessing step, 5,017 out of 21,000 high-quality
onsite information interaction sessions remain for creating
the test collection. Using the remained 5,017 sessions leads
to creation of 2,001 cases that users came to a decision of
Skip-Or-Stay behavior.

3. IMPACT OF CONTEXT ON USERS’ BE-
HAVIOR

This section studies different users’ behavior in dealing
with the crowd-bias, aiming to answer our first research
question: How does the context of an onsite session affect
on users’ behavior?

In this experiment, we consider language, age-range, gen-
der and chosen perspective of narratives as explicit context
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Figure 2: Impact of a sample of different contextual information on onsite users’ behavior.

given explicitly at the physical environment. Then, we con-
sider pairwise context of pairs of users as context in our
study. For example, if gender of usera is “male”, and gender
of userb who is interacting with the next POI is “female”,
the pairwise gender context is < Male, Female >.

In this study, languages can be either“English”or“Dutch”,
age-range is either “Adult” or “Child”, and perspectives are
“Lowlands”, “Egypt” or “Rome”. As shown in Figure 2, each
pair of users having different pairwise context, generally be-
have differently in staying or skipping the next busy POI.

Figure 2 shows pairwise contexts having a same language
prefer to stay, however, users tend to skip the busy POI
taken by a user speaking a different language. As another
example, adults generally prefer to skip a POI taken by a
child, however, they tend to stay if the next POI is taken
by an adult. Interestingly, users prefer to gently skip a POI
that is taken by a user having an opposite gender. On the
other hand, users tend to stay at the POI in the case the
next POI taken by another user having a same gender. To
conclude, there are variety of onsite Skip-Or-Stay behaviors
in different pairwise contexts, which seems very helpful in
discriminating stay behavior from the skip behavior.

4. SKIP-OR-STAY BEHAVIOR PREDICTION
This section answers our second research question: Is the

Skip-Or-Stay behavior of users dependent on characteris-
tics of users interacting with the next POI? Is it possible to
effectively predict Skip-Or-Stay behavior using contextual
information?

We first detail how we classify users’ Skip-Or-Stay behav-
ior in the given pairwise context based on the pair of users.
To this aim, we have used Logistic classifier, in which vari-
able c = 1 indicates Stay behavior and c = 0 is the skip
behavior. Specifically, Pθ(c = 1|ua, ub, p) is the probability
of user ua to stay at the next POI p and wait till the user
ub leave the POI, where θ is unknown parameters that are
learned using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) based
on the train set.

Let U be a set of onsite users and P be a set of POIs
available in the physical environment. Given the class label
l for behaviors of user ua while next POI is busy by user ub

in the train set, the likelihood L of the train set is as follows:

L =

|U|∏
i=1

|U|∏
j=1

|P |∏
k=1

Pθ(c = 1|ui, uj , pk)lPθ(c = 0|ui, uj , pk)1−l,

in which we assume class labels l are generated indepen-
dently and i 6= j. We model Pθ(c = 1|ui, cj , pk) by logistic
function on a linear combination of features. Then, we opti-
mize the unknown parameters θ by maximizing the following
log likelihood function:

θ∗ = argmaxθ

|U|∑
i=1

|U|∑
j=1

|P |∑
k=1

(l)logPθ(c = 1|ui, uj , pk)

+(1− l)logPθ(c = 0|ui, uj , pk).

To test the Skip-Or-Stay classification, in order to avoid
overfitting, we have done 5-fold cross-validation, in which
we leave one fold out as a test set and keep the rest as a
train set. We repeat the process for all the 5 folds and report
the average of the evaluation metrics. In this experiment,
Precision of skip class (i.e., P (Skip) in Table 1), Precision of
stay class (i.e., P (Stay)), Accuracy and F1 are considered
as evaluation metrics.

In order to test our proposed onsite user behavior classi-
fier using pairwise context, we have defined a user behavior
classifier using pointwise context as a baseline. Pointwise
context is the explicit contexts given by users onsite. The
only difference of the baseline with the proposed Skip-Or-
Stay classifier is considering independency of users’ behavior
to the user interacting with the next POI.

As it is shown in Table 1, Skip-Or-Stay classifier using the
pairwise contextual features significantly improves the base-
line that gets independent pointwise contextual features as
input based on all the defined evaluation metrics. In partic-
ular, the proposed Skip-Or-Stay classifier has 37% improve-
ment in term of Accuracy and 59% improvement in term
of F1 over the baseline. We perform significance testing in
terms of all metrics using a paired t-test, treating p-values
lower than 0.05 as statistically significant.

This experiment shows that users’ Skip-Or-Stay behavior
is not independent on other users in the physical environ-
ment. In fact, improvement of the Skip-Or-Stay classifier,



Table 1: Comparison of Skip-Or-Stay classifica-
tion based on pairwise context and pointwise con-
text. ? indicates a statistically significant (p < 0.05)
improvement.

Method P(Skip) P(Stay) Acc. F1

Pointwise 43.41 55.76 52.73 44.77
Pairwise 76.18 70.42 72.42 71.06
Improvement 75.49? 26.30? 37.34? 58.72?

which uses pairwise contextual features created based on
users’ behavior dependency on users interacting with the
next POI, over the baseline is a proof for this conclusion.

5. CONTEXTS IMPORTANCE IN UNDER-
STANDING USERS’ ONSITE BEHAVIOR

This section answers our third research question: What
is the importance of each context in understanding users’
Skip-Or-Stay behavior?

To this aim, by assuming that contextual features obtain-
ing greater weights in the training phase of the successful
logistic regression classifier are more important than other
contextual features, we consider the trained weights of the
contextual features in the logistic classifier as an importance
indicator.

To be able to compare the weights being optimized in
each fold of the 5-fold cross validation, we have normalized
learned weights of the logistic classifiers in each fold and
mapped weights to values between -1 and 1. Then, we aver-
age the weights over the 5 folds. As it is shown in Figure 3,
pairwise age-range and gender contextual features are rela-
tively more important in Skip-Or-Stay behavior prediction
in comparison to pairwise language and chosen perspective
contextual features.

To conclude, this section shows different contexts has dif-
ferent importance and contribution in prediction of users’
onsite behavior. Specifically, language is less important than
the gender. The reason could be the ability of majority of
Dutch people to fluently speak English. Therefore, it causes
less limitations in users’ onsite communications and behav-
iors. On the other hand, age-range and gender has a con-
siderable impact in users’ onsite behavior variance, which
leads to greater weights and importance in comparison to
language and chosen perspective as contextual information.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The main focus of this paper is to study users’ behav-

iors in dealing with onsite external factors that create bias
in onsite information interaction logs. Specifically, we ob-
served a crowd-bias in the onsite logs, in which the user’s
tendency to visit POIs one after another is affected by other
users occupying the next POI. An analysis based on more
than 5,000 onsite sessions shows that different pairs of users
with different pairwise contextual features behave differently
in skipping the next busy POI or staying at the next busy
POI till the POI becomes free. We defined four different
pairwise contextual features, namely, language, age-range,
gender and the chosen narrative perspective. In order to
understand users’ onsite behavior and predict their behav-
ior, we have studied dependency of users’ behaviors on other
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Figure 3: Relative importance of different contex-
tual information on onsite users’ behavior.

users interacting with the next POIs. The result of this
study proves that user’s behavior is more predictable by a
users’ behavior dependency assumption using pairwise con-
textual information in comparison to a Skip-Or-Stay classi-
fication based on pointwise contextual features with users’
behavior independency assumption. Moreover, a study on
contexts importance in understanding users’ onsite behavior
shows that different contexts contribute differently in predic-
tion of the users’ onsite behaviors. We realized that users
pairwise age-range and gender contextual features have rela-
tively more contribution in users’ onsite behavior prediction
in comparison to pairwise language and chosen perspective
contextual features. As future work, we are going to inves-
tigate the effects of considering users’ onsite behavior (e.g.,
Skip-Or-Stay behavior) in the unseen POI recommendation
model based on onsite human information interactions.
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